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SUBJECT INDEX TO ARTICLES IN 
MUSCOGIANA, 
VOLUMES 1-9(1989-1998) 
By Callie B. McGinnis, 
assisted by Rebecca V. Adkins 
This index provides subject access to ten years of Muscogiana. Articles are indexed under broad subject 
headings. Although some generic subject headings are used, most headings relate to aspects of Columbus 
history and genealogy. Articles treating non-Columbus locales are indexed under the geographic name of 
the locale. There are no cross-listings; an article is listed only once—under the main subject that it treats. 
Under each heading, articles are listed in chronological order by publication date. 
Please note that there is a personal name index in the back of each issue of Muscogiana.  As yet a 
cumulative personal name index to all issues has not been published. 
AFRICAN AMERICANS 
Free Blacks in the I860 Muscogee County. Georgia Federal Census.   John 
W. Mallory.  1(1990): 229-231. 
Hatcher andMcGehee Negro Book.   Callie McGinnis.   4(1993): 8-16. 
Hatcher andMcGehee Negro Book - Part Two.   Callie McGinnis. 4(1993): 
59-63. 
A Beginner's Guide to African American Genealogy:   Callie B. McGinnis. 
9/3&4(1998): 27-28. 
ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS 
Inventory of the June Hanna Papers. Callie B. McGinnis.  1 (1990): 236-239. 
Stalking the Local History Archives: A Guide for Family Historians. Callie B. McGinnis. 
1(1990): 232-235. 
The Wright Family Papers. Callie B. McGinnis.   8(1997):  8-11. 
The Inventory of the Benning-Jones Papers.   9/1&2( 1998): 37-48. 
The Inventory of the Benning-Jones Papers. Part II.   9/3&4( 1998):  12-26. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Columbus, Georgia 's Original Commissioners: Part One - James Hallam.    . 
Kenneth H. Thomas, Jr.   1(1989): 6-13. 
Columbus. Georgia's Original Commissioners: Part Two - Phillip Henry 
Alston.    Kenneth H. Thomas, Jr..  1(1989):  73-82. 
Some Childhood Memories of Miss Loretto Chappell. Roger Harris. 
1(1990):   139-144. 
Colonel William L. Wynn (1799-1868): Namesake to a Neighborhood- 
Part One.   Kenneth H. Thomas, Jr.  1(1990): 145-152. 
Colonel William L. Wynn (1799-1868): Namesake to a Neighborhood - 
Part Two.   Kenneth H. Thomas. Jr.   2( 1991):  105-118. 
Columbus Residents in Early Georgia Portraits. 1715-1870.   Callie B. 
McGinnis.   6(1995):   1-5. 
Childhood Memories from 1909 - 1918.   Sarah Bussey Bickerstaff. 
6(1995):  82-86. 
Sketch of General Henry Lewis Benning.   Enquirer-Sun Newspaper. 
6(1995):   109-111. 
MUSCOGIANA, VOL. 10, NOS. 1&2 
The Search for Seaborn Jones: A Historiographical Journey Through the 
Sources on Antebellum Columbus.   Phillip J. Linn.   7(1996): 21-35. 
Pedigree Charts.   William Clark Pease .   7(1996): 36-37. 
Randolph Lawler Mott, 1799-1881: Columbus Businessman, Civil Leader, 
Unionist.   David Dodd.   8(1997): 56-68. 
Nunnally Johnson in Columbus.   Craig Lloyd. 9/1 &2( 1998): 29-36. 
The Flournoy Family and the Shaping of Columbus, 1840-1936.   Linda F. 
Kannady.   9/3&4(1998):  1-9. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
About Columbus: A List of Books in Print.   Callie B. McGinnis. 
89. 
Book Review.   Callie B. McGinnis.   2(1991): 75-78. 
BookReview.   Callie B. McGinnis. 3(1992): 76. 
Book Notes.   Callie B. McGinnis. 7(1996): 56-57. 
BookNotes.   Callie B. McGinnis. 7(1996):   123-124. 
1(1989): 87- 
CEMETERIES 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
One.    JuneHanna.   1(1989): 24-55. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
Two.   JuneHanna.    1(1989):   90-120. 
Brannon Family Cemetery.    1 (1990):   155-156. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
Three.   JuneHanna.    1(1990):   157-190. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
Four.   JuneHanna.  1(1990): 242-269. 
County Line Cemetery, Marion/Chattahoochee County, Georgia. June 
Hanna.   2(1991): 27-32. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - 
Part Five.   JuneHanna.   2(1991): 38-74. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
Six.   JuneHanna.   2(1991):   146-179. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - 
Part Seven.   JuneHanna.   3(1992): 36-46. 
Original Bethesda Baptist Cemetery, Harris County, Georgia.   June Hanna. 
3(1992): 81-83. 
Tombstone Inscriptions ofLinwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia - Part 
Eight.   JuneHanna.   3(1992): 84-99. 
Paupers Buried in Linwood Cemetery, Columbus, Georgia.   Dolores Autry. 
4(1993): 86-91. 
Getzen Memorial Baptist Church Cemetery, Harris County, Georgia. 
JuneHanna.   5(1994):  53-57. 
Moses Family Cemetery, Columbus, Muscogee County, Georgia.   June 
Hanna.   5(1994):  115-118. 
Jenkins Family Cemetery, Muscogee County, Georgia.   June Hanna. 
5(1994):   119-122. 
Family Cemetery.   Dolores Autry.   6(1995): 6-8. 
Lindsay Cemetery.   Dolores Autry.   6(1995): 46. 
Cemetery # 13, Massey Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995): 87-89. 
Cemetery # 9, Britt Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995): 90. 
SUBJECT INDEX 
Cemetery # 5, Tomlin Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Homer.   6(1995): 91-92. 
Cemetery # 10, Midway Church Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Homer. 6(1995): 
95-103. 
Cemetery # 8, Godwin Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995):   104. 
Cemetery # 35, Eelbeck Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995):  105. 
Cemetery # 24, Emmaus Baptist Cemetery. Sylvia J. Horner.   6( 1995): 
106. 
Cemetery # 18, Anthony Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995):   108. 
Cemetery #2, Massey Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995):   112. 
Cemetery # 7, Harmony Church Cemetery.   Sylvia J. Horner.   6(1995): 
113-118. 
Cartledge Cemetery.    Mary McGee.   7(1996):    122. 
Brooks Family Cemetery.   8( 1997):   12-13. 
CHURCHES - RECORDS AND HISTORY 
Records of Marriage from the First Register of Trinity Parish, Columbus, 
Georgia 1826-1903.   Mary Kent Berry.   4(1993): 64-83. 
Records of Baptism from the First Register of Trinity Parish, Columbus, 
Georgia 1836-1862.   Mary Kent Berry.   5(1994): 27-48. 
Past, Present, and Future: Trinity Episcopal Church. Columbus, Georgia, 
1834-1978.  Steve Stinson. 5(1994): 49-52. 
Records of Baptism from the First Register of Trinity Parish, Columbus, 
Georgia, Part 2, 1863-1882.   Mary Kent Berry.   5(1994): 71-92. 
Records of Baptism from the First Register of Trinity Parish, Columbus, 
Georgia, Part 3, 1881-1903.   Mary Kent Berry.   6(1995): 9-26. 
History of Midway United Methodist Church.   Midway Church History 
Committee.   6(1995): 93-94. 
Marriages, St. Paul United Methodist Church Columbus. Georgia, 1881- 
1925.   Montyne (Kitty) Thompkins.   8(1997):   1-7. 
Marriages, St. Paul United Methodist Church Columbus, Georgia, 1881- 
1925.   Kitty Thompkins.   8(1997): 69-75. 
CITY DIRECTORIES 
Columbus City Directory, 1859-1860 [Part One, A-G. Transcribed by Uinda Kennedy]. 
7(1996): 3-20. 
Columbus City Directory, 1859-1860 Part Two, H-N. [Transcribed by Linda Kennedy]. 
7(1996): 85-100. 
Columbus City Directory, 1859-1860 Part Three, O-S.  Linda Kennedy . 
8(1997): 35-44. 
Columbus City Directory, 1859-1860 Part Four, T-Z . Linda Kennedy. 
8(1997):  84-101. 
CIVIL WAR 
Muster Roll of Company B, First Regiment of Georgia Volunteers, C.S.A. 
Randall J. Kasleton. 1(1990): 222-223. 
Confederate Regiments of Columbus. Georgia - Muster Roll of Nelson's 
Rangers.   2(1991): 33-37. 
Theodore Fogle - An Uncommon Soldier's Experience in the Columbus, 
Guards During the Civil War.   Tom McRae.   3(1992):  1-12. 
Confederate Hospitals in Columbus, Georgia.   Sandra White Uzar. 
3(1992):  16-21. 
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Newspaper Gleanings: The 17" Georgia Infantry, C. S. A.   John Lassiter. 
3(1992): 77-80. 
Confederate Regiments of Columbus, Georgia- The "City Light Guards, " 
Co. A, Second Georgia Battalion.   John Lassiter.   4(1993): 21-28. 
Applications for Southern Crosses of Honor Submitted to the Lizzie 
Rutherford Chapter # 60, UDC 1900-1912.   Linda J. Kennedy. 6( 1995): 
31-43. 
COURTHOUSE RECORDS 
From the Courthouse [Wills].   Buster Wright.   1(1989 83-86. 
Abstracts of Deed Book A, Muscogee County, Georgia.   Dolores Autry. 
4(1993): 29-39. 
Abstracts of Deed Book A, Muscogee County, Georgia - Part Two. 
Dolores Autry.   4(1993): 92-105. 
Index for Columbus Council Records, Volume 1832-1837. 
7(1996): 38-55. 
Index for Columbus Council Records, Volume 1832-1841. 
7(1996):   101-116. 
Index for Columbus Council Records, Volume 1837-1841. 
8(1997):   14-23. 
Index for Columbus Council Records, Volume 1837-1841. 
8(1997): 76-83. 
Mary Jane Galer. 
Mary Jane Galer. 
Mary Jane Galer. 
Mary Jane Galer. 
FAMILY BIBLES 
Wagner Family Bible.    1(1989):  1-3. 
Ferrell-King Family Bible.   1(1989): 4-5. 
Gilmore Family Bible Records.   1 (1990): 137-138. 
FORT BENNING 
The Origins of Fort Benning.   Charles E. White, Ph.D.   6(1995): 57-64. 
Table of Camp Benning Properties.   Post Engineer Office.   6( 1995): 65-81 
With the Army Officers at the New School of Arms.   Enquirer-Sun 
Newspaper.   6(1995):   107. 
GENERAL 
Genealogy.   David J. Johnson.    1(1990): 224-228. 
Web Genealogy.   Callie B. McGinnis.   8(1997): 45-46. 
A Note on Huguenot Research.   Hugh I. Rodgers.   9/3&4( 1998):   10-11. 
HARRIS COUNTY 
Statistics of the State of Georgia Harris County.   3(1992):   13-15. 
HISTORY 
Steamboats Built At Columbus.   T.J. "Joe" Peddy.    1 (1990):   153-154. 
Reports of Columbus Fires, 1874-1875.   John R. Lassiter.  1(1990): 220-221. 
Graduates of the Columbus Public Schools, 1868-1877.   John R. Lassiter. 
1(1990): 215-219. 
Streetcar Service in Columbus, Georgia.   John R. Lassiter.   2(1990): 9-22. 
Columbus and Muscogee County in 1860 .   John S. Lupold.   2(1990): 23-26. 
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Newspaper Gleanings. T.J. Peddy .  1(1989):   14-23. 
SUBJECT INDEX 
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Queries.   2(1991): 79-80. 
Queries.   3(1992): 47. 
Queries.   3(1992): 100. 
Queries.   4(1993): 47. 
Queries.   4(1993): 106. 
Queries.   6(1995): 45. 
Queries.   6(1995): 119. 
Queries.   7(1996): 125. 
Notes and Queries. 8(1997): 47. 
Notes and Queries. 8(1997):   102 
Queries.   9/3&4(1998): 45. 
TALBOT COUNTY 
Statistics of the State ofGeorgia. Talbot County.   4(1993): 84-85. 
WOMEN 
Women in Columbus-1919-1921.   Cheryl Jorgensen.   2(1991):  121-131 
List of Registered Women Voters of the City of Columbus-June 27, 1921 
(A-I).   2(1991):   133-145. 
List of Registered Women Voters of the City of Columbus - June 27, 1921 
(J-Z) . 3(1992): 22-35. 
Women in Columbus, 1828-1928.   Louise J. Dubose.   7(1996): 69-84. 
SOME EARLY MARRIAGES IN THE COLUMBUS, MUSCOGEE COUNTY, 
GEORGIA, AREA, AS RECORDED IN JOHN H. MARTIN, 
COLUMBUS, GEO., FROM ITS SELECTION AS A 'TRADING TOWN' IN 1827 
TO ITS PARTIAL DESTRUCTION BY WILSON'S RAID IN 1865. 
(Columbus, GA.: Thos. Gilbert, Book Printer and Binder, 1874.) 
Marriage records constitute a major source for genealogical research. Muscogee County, Court 
of Ordinary, Marriage Books A and B (1838-1845), abstracted some years ago by the Lizzie Rutherford 
chapter, UDC, are available in typescript in the Genealogy Room, Bradley Library, Columbus, GA. 
Another significant source of marriage records was compiled by Buster W. Wright, Abstracts of 
Marriages Reported in the Columbus (Georgia) Enquirer, 1832-1852 (Columbus, GA: By the Author, 
1980). This compilation covers Harris, Troup, Talbot, Heard, Meriwether, Marion, Early, and Stewart in 
addition to Muscogee. Muscogee marriages, 1838-1850, may also be found in 37,000 Early Georgia 
Marriages, published by Joseph T. Maddox and Mary Carter (Albany, GA, 1975). An additional source 
for a few pre-1838 marriages is John H. Martin's 1874 history of Columbus. Martin relied upon 
newspaper files but indicated that the years 1835 and 1836 were completely missing.  Beginning in 1838, 
he could consult courthouse records; consequently only 12 marriages of 1838 and one of 1839 are in 
Martin but not in the courthouse book. Those marriages he collected are grouped alphabetically below 
(the figure in parentheses is the page number in Martin's book). 
Hugh I. Rodgers, Editor 
Alston. Col. P. H., and Miss Sarah D. Parks. 28 July 1828 (16) 
Andrews. Samuel R.. and Miss Elizabeth Day. 28 Sept. 1828 (16) 
Brown. James (of Augusta), and Miss Ann Dukes, 20 Sept 1828 (16) 
Buckler. Samuel E., and Miss Sophia Tomlin, 7 Sept 1828 (16) 
Ball, Tuscan H., and Miss Margaret M.L.W. Malone, July 29, 1830 (26) 
Brooks, Terrill, and Miss Mary Perry,  16 Dec 1 830 (26) 
Brown, Robert Henry, and Miss Sarah Pride. 22 Dec 1831 (31) 
Bethune, Gen. James N.. and Miss Frances Gunby (of Columbia County), 25 July 1832 (38) 
Bostick, A. C, and Miss Henrietta C. Macall. 20 Feb 1834 (50) 
Bass, Charles L.. and Miss Rebecca M. Fluker 9 May 1837 (88) 
Bacon, Dr. John E.. and Miss Clementina Alston (at Lousta, Miccosuka Lake), 9 May 1837 (88) 
Bilbro. John A. and Miss Ann L. Rutledge (in Harris Co.), 21 Nov 1837 (88) 
Bedell, W. A. (in Hamilton , GA), and Miss Sarah Switzer, _Dec 1838 (98) 
Clark, Michael N„ and Miss Pamelia Hale, 25 Aug 1832 (38) 
Cames, Rev. Wm. D. (Rector of Trinity Church) and Miss Lucy Elizabeth Dillingham, 3 Apr 1838 (98) 
Dillingham. George W. and Miss Lucy E. Ticknor (of Jones Co.), 18 July 1832 (38) 
Davis, John E. (of Columbus) and Miss Sarah G. Cropp (in Montgomery, AL), 19 April 1838 (98) 
Driggers, Daniel T. and Miss Frances Colson, 30 Nov 1837 (88) 
Farrington, Maj. Rufus M., and Miss Sarah Mclntosh (dau. of Gen. Wm. Mclntosh), 6 Sept 1828 (16) 
Griffin, Esq., Andrew B.. and Miss Caroline Tatom, 27 April 1830 (26) 
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Godfrey, James G., and Miss Laura M. Pride, 29 Mar 1832 (38) 
Gray, John C, and Miss Sarah Reid,  12 June 1837 (88) 
Gambrill, Launcelot, and Miss Ann America Pierce, 9 July 1838 (98) 
Grimes, Thomas P. (of Columbus), and Miss Martha D. Lucky (Lincoln Co., KY), 28 Aug 1838 (98) 
Hayes, William, and Miss Almina Holland, 22 April 1830 (26) 
Hilliard, Henry W., and Miss Mary Bedell, 25 July 1830 (26) 
Holland, William, and Miss Martha Bilbro, 27 Jan 1831 (31) 
Hudson, J. A., and Miss Martha E. Abercrombie, 15 Aug 1831 (31) 
Hamill, Rev. Andrew, and Miss Maria A. Torrence, 30 Jan 1833 (45) 
Hall, Sampson, and Miss Helen Sanders, 30 Jan 1833 (45) 
Hargroves, William D. and Mrs. Woolfolk (widow of Sowell Woolfolk [see below]), 15 June 1834 (50) 
Holt, Col. Hines, and Miss Sarah A. C. Perry, 15 May 1838 (98) 
Hurd, Homer, and Miss Angelika L. V. Ruse, 3 Dec 1838 (98) 
Hall, Harvey, and Miss Jane C. Ives. 20 Feb 1834 (50) 
Iverson, Alfred , and Miss Julia Frances Forsyth (dau. of John Forsyth , Augusta, GA), 7 Apr 1831 (31) 
Johnson, Capt. James (of the Emmett), and Miss Dorothy Coker, 3 Feb. 1829 (21) 
Jeter, Oliver, and Miss Mary Ann Gartrell, 10 Mar 1829 (21) 
Kivlin, James and Miss Louisa Dillard, 7 Apr 1830 (26) 
Lopez, David, and Miss Catharine D. Hinton, 18 Apr 1832 (38) 
Livingston, Lewis, and Miss Elizabeth R. Bass, 15 Apr 1837 (88) 
Lawrence, Augustus, and Miss Elenora McCall, 30 Nov 1837 (88) 
Marks, Richard T. and Miss Jacintha A. Dawson, 10 Feb 1829 (21) 
Middleton, William, and Miss Lydia Dobbs,  12 Mar 1829 (21) 
Martin, Thomas S. (of Columbus), and Miss Mary Springer (of Carroll), 16 Feb 1832 (38) 
Montague. George, and Miss Mary Angeline Parsons, 6 Mar 1834 (50) 
McGehee, Isaac (of Girard), and Miss Martha H. Kennon (of Columbus), 11 Jan 1835 (56) 
Munk, Capt. Sol. W., and Miss Alsey Purson, 23 Feb 1837 (88) 
Mackey, Dr. George B., and Miss Margaret White, 23 Feb 1837 (88) 
Moore, Robert L. (of Columbus), and Miss Anna J. Askews (at McDonough), 23 Oct 1838 (98) 
Nichols, William, and Miss Sarah Ann Field, 18 Jan 1835 (56) 
Owens, Richard, and Miss Martha Green, 7 Mar 1833 (45) 
Owens, W. H., and Miss Emily R. Vason, 24 Aug 1837 (88) 
Pride, William, and Miss Caroline McCall,   12 Feb 1833 (45) 
Patillo, Simeon, and Miss Harriet Kirkland,  10 Apr 1834 (50) 
Phole, G. B., and Miss Susan M. Crenshaw,  12 July 1837 (88) 
Plant, I. C. (of Columbus), and Miss Charlotte Walker (at Brattleboro, VT), 25 July 1838 (98) 
Ridenhour, Daniel D., and Miss Amelia Bennett, 6 Apr 1831  (31) 
Ridgeway, David (of New Orleans) and Miss Martha Kimbrough, 30 June 1839 (103). [On page 105, 
Martin also notes the marriage of a John J. Ridgway to Martha A. Kimbrough, 30 May 1839, as recorded 
MARRIAGES 
in the County marriage book.] 
Slack, Thomas, and Miss Julia Ann Howard, 24Augl829 (21) 
Sullivan, Dr. J. C. , and Miss Josephine Grinage. 30 Aug  1831  (31) 
Spearman, John, and Miss Mary Ann Butt, 26 June 1832 (38) 
Sorsby, Battle A., and Miss Elvira Cook (dau. of James C. Cook), 14 Nov 1834 (50) 
Smith, Joseph S. (of Columbus) and Miss Margaret H. Jacobs (in Railway, NJ), 29 Aug 1839 (103) 
Underwood, Dr. Wiley J.. and Miss Mary Ann Bohannon,  1 1 Mar 1830 (26) 
Urquhart, Dr. John A., and Miss Mary Jane Shorter (at Dahlonega), 1 Sept 1837 (88) 
Woolfolk, Sowell, and Miss Sophia W. Thomas (of Milledgeville), 20 Dec 1829 (21) 
Ware, Dr. Robert A., and Miss Margaret C. Ellison, 29 Mar 1831  (31) 
Wimberly, H. F. (of Columbus) and Miss Anna C. Wood (in Talbot), 5 Dec 1837 (88) 
Walling, David, and Miss Susannah Beall, 23 May 1838 (98) 
Webster, Joseph E., and Miss Caroline E. Ward, 3 June 1838 (98) 
Wynn, George H., and Miss Clarissa T. Ormsby, 20 Nov 1838 (98) 
Yarbrough, Moses, and Miss Harriet Harper,  17 Dec 1832 (38) 
THE INVENTORY OF THE 
BENNING-JONES PAPERS, Part III 
For a description of this collection of papers, see the introductory note from part I by John S. Lupold in 
Muscogiana, Vol. 9, Nos. 1&2 (Summer 1998), 37-38. 
***** BOX 4 ***** 
FOLDER 14 Benning-Jones  1860-61 
Jones, Seaborn, letter from John A. Cuthbert, Nov. 12, 1860 
Jones, Seaborn, account with Muscogee Iron Works, 1860 
Jones, Seaborn, account with Muscogee Iron Works (original), 1860 
Jones, Seaborn, Muscogee Iron Works account, Oct. 13, 1860 
McBurney vs Echols, Nov. 1860 
FOLDER 15  Benning-Jones April, May, July, August 1862 
Lee, Gen. R. E., letter (with an enclosed letter from Lt. Henry McCauley to be forwarded to Col. 
Benning) from George W. Randolph, June 30, 1862 
Columbus Iron Works, receipt to Seaborn Jones for $1400, Feb. 4, 1862 
Bryan, Capt., letter concerning a conversation with the above, June 27, 1862 
Confederate States of America, Quartermaster's Dept., invoice of giving an ambulance, two horses, and 
two harnesses to Capt. C. W. Matthews, May 19, 1862 
McCauley, Henry, letter from the above concerning Col. Benning, letter addressed to a superior officer 
McGregor, Capt. John, letter returning Lt. McCauley command of his company, June 23, 1862 
Resignations of Col. William Geneter and Major Thomas Walker, Aug. 22, 1862 
Jones, Seaborn, the above vs W. C. Gresham, copy of answers of William C. Gresham and William H. 
Barnes, May 28, 1862 
Benning, Henry L., letter from above (from Richmond Headquarters) to Gen. Toombs, July 18, 1862 
Benning, Henry L., letter from above, July 25, I 862 
Benning, Henry L., answer to a question about how vacancies of officer positions are filled, July 21, 1862 
McCauley, Henry, letter from above talking about his case, July 17, 1862 
Notes from the Second Right Wing, from J. B. Eustes, J. E. Johnston, and A. Garrard, April 30, 1862 
Garrard, A., general order from above for Brigade and Regimental commanders, April 30, 1862 
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FOLDER 16 Benning-Jones Sept.. Oct., Dec. 1862 
Lee, General R. E., General orders #72, about enemy property, June 21, 1863 
Dickinson, A. G., Special orders #10, Dr. Elmore being sent to Blow's House, all wounded to be sent 
there, April 28, 1862 
Klink, Charles A., Lieut., resignation of the above, Aug. 22, 1862, Special orders #196 
McCauley, Henry M., Capt., appointment of above to office of Captain, July 12, 1862 
Benning, Col. H. L., letter to above from P. Johnson, Dec. 1862 
Benning, Col. H. L., letter to above from R. Johnston, Dec. 30, 1862 
Benning, Henry L.. letter from above to Col. Robert Johnston, Dec. 1862 
Letter from Fredericksburg, Va., telling of wounded Confederates, Dec. 18, 1862 
Benning, letter to above from R. Ivonik, Dec. 10, 1862 
Toombs, the above's report of the Battle of Sharpsburg, Oct. 25, 1862 
Hearnsberger. S. Z., letter to Lt. Mott telling of the Battle of Thoroughfare Gap. Oct. 2, 1862 
McLewis, A., letter telling of Battle of Thoroughfare Gap, Oct. 2, 1862 
Anthony, Marks, Special orders #205, letter from Withers stating that since the above is unfit for field 
service, his duty will be as stock keeper in Columbus. Sept. 2, 1862 (2 copies) 
Letter telling report of the Battle before Fredricksburg. Dec. 13.1 862 
Benning, Henry L., letter to Col. Robert Johnston, Dec. 31,1862 
Benning, H. L., list of items (food) bought from Bullard's store, with receipt of payment, Sept. 7, 1863 
Casualities, list of those members of the Second Regiment of Georgia who were wounded in the Second 
Battle of Manassas, 1862 
Benning, Col. H. L., letter to above from Capt. McGregor, account of Battle of Thoroughfare Gap, Oct. 2, 
1862 
Benning, letter to above telling him orders to frighten the enemies, April 25, 1863 
Benning, Col., letter sent through Lt. Mott to the above telling of Battle of Thoroughfare Gap and Second 
Manassas—names of wounded and killed of 15th Regiment, Sept. 9, 1862 
Casualities, list of names of those members of 20th Regiment that were wounded in Thoroughfare Gap 
and Second Manassas, letter from W. Hutchins 
Benning, Henry L., letter from above to Capt. D. M. DuBose telling of action in Battle of Sharpsburg, 
1862 
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Benning, Henry L., letter from above to Major Coward about Second Manassas, Aug. 30, 1862 
FOLDER 17 Benning-Jones  1863 
Benning, Henry L., list of items bought $94.89 at W. Bullard's store, Sept. 7, 1863 
Benning, H. L, letter to above from J. Songstreet, April 18, 1863 
Note on Gettysburg 
Benning, Gen., letter to the above from L. M. Laws, Dec. 18, 1863 
Laws, Maj. Gen. L. M., Special orders #27, the above being released from duty with "this" Army, Dec. 
17,1863 
Laws, L. M., Special order #158, the above relinquishing command to Brigadeer General J. B. Kirshaw, 
Dec. 18, 1863 
Laws, L. M., note asking for reason why he was relieved from duty, Dec. 18, 1863 
Sorrel, G. M., note telling L. M. Laws why he was relieved, Dec. 17, 1863 
Benning, Gen. H. L., letter to above from J. Songstreet, April       17, 1863 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 13, 1863 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from J. Songstreet, 3PM, April 15, 1863 
Benning, H. L.letter to above from J. Songstreet. evening, April 15, 1863 
Benning, Gen. H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel. April 19, 1863 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 23. 1863 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 22, 1863 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, 7:30AM, April 19, 1863 
Benning, H. L.letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, 1PM, April 19, 1863 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel. 7PM, April 20, 1863 
Benning, H. L, letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 24, 1863 
Benning, H. L.letterto above from G. M. Sorrel, 7:30AM, April 26, 1863 
Benning, H. L.Special orders to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 27, 1863 
Benning, H. L.letterto above from G. M. Sorrel, April 28, 1863 
Benning, Henry L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 30, 1863 
Benning, H. L.letterto above from G. M. Sorrel, April 30, 1863, 12:30PM 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 30, 1863, 3:30PM (copy of 12:30PM note) 
Benning, H. L, letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, April 30, 1863, 9PM 
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Benning, H. L,.letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, May 1, 1863 (2 copies) 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, May 1, 1863, 7AM 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, May 1, 1863, 5PM 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, May 2, 1863, 7:30AM 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from G. M. Sorrel, May 2, 1863, 11AM 
Cooper, S., letter to above from W. S. Shepherd, Oct. 6, 1863 
Benning, H. L., letter to above from S. Cooper, Sept. 18 1863 
Seddon, Hon. J. A., Sec. of War, letter to above from Z. B. Vance, Oct. 15, 1863 
Benning, Gen. H. L., letter to above from J. B. Robertson, Nov. 4, 1863 
Benning, Henry L., letter from above to W. H. Sellers 
Benning, Gen. H. L., his report of Battle of Gettysburg to Maj. W. H. Sellers, Aug. 3, 1863 
Benning, Gen. H. L., letter containing the names of several people who gave supplies, April 13, 1863 
Seddon, J. A., Sec. of War, note to Gen. H. L. Benning (Hood's Division), Oct. 20, 1863 
Whitford, John D., letter to Z. B. Vance from the above, Oct. 31, 1863 
Whitford. John D., letter to the above from Z. B. Vance. Nov. 10, 1863 
FOLDER 18 Benning-Jones 1864,65,66,68,69 
Seabrook, Edm. W. (Admn of L. Dawson) vs the Underwriters Agency, interrogations of Oliver 
Cromwell, Dec. 15, 1869 
Cromwell, Oliver, interrogations of the above, 1869 
Benning, Gen. Henry L., letter to above from J. D. Waddell, Aug. 9, 1869 
Benning, H. L., license tax, May 10, 1867 
Alexander, E. P., letter from above to Gen. Benning asking for names of officers for his history of 
Longstreet's corps, 1866 
Seabrook, Edward W. vs the Underwriters Agency and DeWitt F. Wilcox, evidence #1— Warham 
Cromwell, Sept. 5, 1866 
Benning, H. L., receipt form J. A. Alexander certifying that the above had paid his subscription to the 
Confederate Produce Loan, Feb. 8, 1866 
Fontaine and Hughes, letter to the above from J. A. Alexander concerning the Confederate Produce Loan, 
Feb. 16, 1866 
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Gibbons, John, letter from above to the Headquarters vs Commission in Appomattox Court House, Va., 
April 12, 1865 
Seabrook, Edward W.vs the Underwriters Agency and DeWitt F. Wilcox, interrogatories for Warham 
Cromwell, Sept. 5, 1866 
Benning, H. L., letter to the above from J. D. Waddell, Dec. 21, 1866 
Alexander, E. P., letter from above to H. L. Benning concerning his history of Gen. Longstreet's 
command, Sept. 12, 1866 
Grant, U. S., letter from above to Robert E. Lee about the surrender of the Army of Va., April 9, 1865 
Surrender of Army of N. Virginia, letter from Appomattox, Apr. 10, 1865 
Benning, Brig. Gen. Henry L., letter to above from someone named Perry, about the Battle of the 
"Wilderness", July 27, 1864 
Mott, Lt., letter to the above from Capt. Jackson, Sept. 23, 1862 
Benning, S. J., the above's parole to be able to go home signed by Henry L. Benning, April 10, 1865 
Benning, Col. H. L.. letter to the above from Capt. McGregor, Sept. 28, 1862 
Toombs, Brig. Gen. R., letter to above from R. E. Lee, July 13, 1862 
Cummings, Col. J., letter from above to J. Mott, report of action in Battle of Sharpsburg, Sept. 23, 1862 
Benning, Col. H. L., letter to the above from Capt. McLewis, report of action at Battle of Sharpsburg, 
Sept. 23, 1862 
Moale, Edward, note of General orders from the above, April 11, 1865 
Benning, Malinda Lewis White, letter about the above's life, 1864 
Alexander, Gen. E. P., notes for the above about the war, 1866 
Lee, Gen. R. E., letter to the above from U. S. Grant, April 9, 1865 
Lee, Gen. R. E., General orders #9, April 10, 1865 
Benning, Henry L., letter to the above about volunteers, Sept. 7, 1861 
McCrimmon, Lieut., note concerning the above 
FOLDER 19 Benning-Jones  1870, 1872, 1873, 1875 
Benning, H. L., summary of reconstruction of 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments of the Constitution, 1870 
Mustain, J. L., the above vs R. L. Mott, May 1870 
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Tuggle vs Gray, May 1870 
Perry vs Gunby, two briefs for Gunby, June 1870 
Dubignon vs Gunby, 4 briefs for Gunby, June 1870 
Weekes vs Dennins, bill of exceptions, July 1872 
Reich vs State, brief, July 1874 
Moore, Robert H., memorandum for the above about lands Jones and Benning owned near Dahlonega 
FOLDER 20 Benning-Jones  1880, 82, 85, 87, 93, 97, 1900 
Benning, Mary H., letter to above from William M. Robbins concerning her letter asking where Col. John 
A. Jones was buried, Aug. 2, 1897 
Benning, Henry L., names all the reports Benning gave, 1893 
Crawford, Rees (Mrs.), letter to above concerning Gen. Benning's military papers loaned to Marcus 
Wright by Anna Benning, April 11, 1893 
Benning, Mary H., letter from above to Capt. William Felix Alexander, March 1893 
List of officers, March 20, 1893 
Benning, Miss Anna C. postcard to above from E. H. P., Sept. 11, 1900 
Benning. Anna, letter from Marcus Wright concerning the return of borrowed papers, March 20, 1893 
List of various reports about the Civil War 
Benning, Anna, receiving a letter from Marcus Wright concerning a catalogue of the papers she loaned, 
March 16, 1893 
Benning, Miss, a letter to the above from B. Perry asking for help in getting information on her father, H. 
L. Benning, Nov. 22, 1887 
Wright, Marcus J., letter from the above asking for a photo of Henry L. Benning and other papers to help 
start publication of Official Records of the War of the Rebellion, Sept. 22, 1886 
Benning, Mrs., a letter from B. Perry asking for her reply, Feb. 22, 1889 
Wright, Marcus J., letter from above asking Mrs. H. L. Benning to send a photo of Gen. Henry L. 
Benning, also enclosed is a letter that might help in starting publication of Official Records of the War of 
the Rebellion, Sept. 25, 1880 
FOLDER 21   Benning-Jones Undated 
Grant, Thomas, estate, Col. Foster's indebtedness to estate of Thomas Grant 
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Hicks, Eli and Elias, letter concerning a court hearing asking if the two names are the same person 
Henderson vs Hackney, brief of M. H. Underwood 
Jones, John A., attorney at law, letter concerning a slave named Mariah and her children 
Jones, Seaborn, Charles vs Bass in account with above, in amount of $7194.63 
Willis vs Willis, brief of Campbell and McKinley, May 1855 from Nov. 1854 
Stokes vs State, argument of Barnett, May 1855 from Nov. 1854 
Columbus Bank, Ga. land and Alabama land to Columbus Bank, Sept. 11, 1841 
Letter, part of a letter, description of a plot of land 
Lewis, Robert, family tree—rough sketch 
Lewis, Thomas Waring, genealogy of the Lewis family 
Lewis, information on this family 
Warner, information on this family 
Wright, Gen. Marcus J., letter to the above from Seaborn Jones' brother (John A. Jones (?)), trying to find 
out the names of officers on his father's staff 
Grantland, Mrs. E. A., purchase of items from S. Grantland, adm. of estate of Fleming Grantland 
Jones, land named in deed of trust by S. J. Calhoun to be given to the above, Howard and Cary 
Bledsoe Cases, brief of Wingfield, 1855 
Battle reports, 3 blank battle reports from Civil War 
Benning, H. L., letter from above, July 5, 1862 
UNMARKED FOLDER Benning-Seaborn Jones 
Document, letter to Gen. Benning in vindicaiton of the riot against the "Raleigh standard", Oct. 8, 1863 
Lloyd, James M., appointment of the above as Rhesa B. Howard's attorney, July 25, 1842 
Jacques, R. W., receipt for tax-$20.25-from Seaborn Jones, Sept. 4, 1867 
Jones, Seaborn, paying fifa-fee-$56.12, July 16, 1839 
Wells, Nicholas, protesting bill of exchange, $1200 payment to be made to Seaborn Jones, Dec. 26, 1829 
Wells, Nicholas, order to the above to pay Seaborn Jones, Sept. 28, 1829 
Wells, Nicholas, order to the above to pay Seaborn Jones, Sept. 24, 1829 
Benning, H. L., "envelope" from letter from John H. Lumpkin to the above 
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McK.ee vs Seaborn Jones Benning, debt of Benning to McKee, July 20, 1866 
Agreement between D. McDougald, Seaborn Jones, Charles Cleghorn, and William Love of one part and 
Charles Cleghorn and Richard Hooper of the other part, Nov. 1846 
Jones, Seaborn, bond from Trustees of Emory College buying land, July 12, 1837 
Benning, Gen., receipt for $ 134, a part of money stolen by a soldier under his command, March 23, 1863 
Jones, Abraham, deed for 250 acres from above to Seaborn Jones, Jr., Feb. 17, 1811 
Jones. Seaborn, indenture between the above and Francis M. Brooks (sheriff), June 7, 1859 
Benning, Miss Mary H.. letter to above from Liddon and Carter (attorneys at law), Feb. 23, 1888 
Benning, Seaborn Jones, diploma from Georgia Military Institute, June 20, 1861 
Benning, Henry L., Internal Revenue License, Feb. 10, 1866 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L., letter of appointment to rank of Brig. Gen., April 23, 1863 
Document, Confederate States of America appointment of Henry L. Benning to Brigadeer General, April 
23,1863 
Document, State of Ga., appointment of Henry L. Benning to rank of Col., Aug. 17, 1861 
Benning, Henry L., letter of appointment to rank of Col., Aug. 17, 1861 
Document, paroled prisoner Colonel Benning's pass, Appomattox Court House, Virginia, April 10, 1865 
Document, Special orders, Brig. Gen. H. L. Benning allowed to go home for 60 days, May 13, 1864 
Document, Special orders, allowing Confederate officers to go through Union Army lines to get to their 
homes, April 10, 1865 
Document, report of Battle of Chickamauga by H. L. Benning, Oct. 8, 1863 
Document, report of Lookout Creek, by Henry Lewis Benning, Oct. 28, 1863 
Document, Special orders allowing Confederate officers and men of Confederate service parolled at 
Appomattox Courthouse to return home through Union army lines if needed, from U. S. Grant, April 10, 
1865 
Document, General orders #43, stating what shall be considered evidence of parole, April 11, 1865 
Document, report of Battle of Sharpsburg, by Henry L. Benning, Oct. 13, 1862 
Document, General orders #9, General Lee's farewell to his Army, April 10, 1865 
Jones, Seaborn, letter to above with promise by Edds to Bize       enclosed, Feb. 23, 1847 
Jones, Seaborn, letter asking the above to pay James Rousseau $125, Feb. 23, 1847 
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Benning, Henry L.. , receipt for special tax, June 29, 1869 
Benning, Henry L.. letter to above fro m Martin T. Crawford, Dec. 16, 1859 
Benning, 
1861 
H. L., check for above for $25 from exchange and collection office of J. McK. Gunn, Feb. 11, 
Benning, H. L., receipt of payment of taxes ($138), Nov. 8, 1866 
Benning, Henry L., telegraph from James A. Farley, Oct. 7, 1872 
Benning, H. L., receipt payment of $30 to Federal Union, Jan. 24, 1866 
FOLDER 22 Benning-Jones Newspaper Clippings, Pamphlets 
Vance, Gov., proclamation of above in The Milton Chronicle, Milton, N. C, Sept. 18, 1863 
Holden, letter to the editor of The Milton Chronicle about Holden and the destruction he and his 'mob' did 
and will continue to do to Raleigh, Sept. 10, 1863 
Chickahominy, Battle of the, article about the above, June 6, 1862 
Methodist Episcopal Church. South, second report of the Activities of the Settlements of the above, 
Macon, Ga., Jan. 1915 
Smith, James M., report to the General Assembly of Georgia, Jan. 13, 1875 
Daily Examiner, war news, Jan. 9, 1864 
Columbus Daily Enquirer, front page, various articles including one on Pres. Grant, Sept. 8, 1874 
Spirit of the Age. Raleigh, N. C, war news including news about Gen. Lee and Gen. Meade at Manassas 
and Gen. Bragg and his generals, and an address by Pres. Davis, October 26, 1863 
***** BOX 5 ***** 
Jones and Jones, John Mealing Complt. vs William Pace SR, estate settlement, June 1854 
Maclay Asher and Company and Seaborn Jones vs Hourse Brooks and Company and S. K. Hodges and 
Company, petition to set aside judgement, April 17, 1851 
Jones, Seaborn, case of above and Maclay Asher and Company vs Hourse Brooks and Company and S. 
K. Hodges and Company, petition to set aside judgement, April 17, 1851 
Redd, James K., the above vs James T. Thmutt, Judge James Johnson, Superior Court, May 1870 
Abercrombie, John, will of above, Feb. 6, 1826 
Abercrombie, John, inventory of property, Feb. 6, 1826 
Abercrombie, John, sale of negros belonging to above, Feb. 6, 1826 
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Inferior Court, sitting for Ordinary purposes, Feb. 6, 1826 
Maclay Asher and Company vs Seaborn Jones, exemplification for Franklin Circuit Court, Nov. 26, 1838 
Hudson and Fontaine vs Michael W. Perry and others, Judge Alfred Iverson, Oct. 1837 
McDougald, Ann, the above vs William Dougherty and others, opinion of the Supreme Court, May term 
1851 
Fitzpatrick, William, commissioned sheriff of Macon Co. by Gov. Benjamin Fitzpatrick, Dec. 25, 1842 
Vansey, Benjamin, deed from above to E. B. W. Shivey, June 25, 1830 
*FOLDER containing pleas before Judge Samuel Carnach from April 1841 in Apalachicola, Florida 
Mahaffey, William, the above vs Henry Petty, exemplification. April 14, 1841 
Jordan, Thomas C, the above vs H. C. Petty, exemplification, April 14, 1841 
Allen, Robert and Company, the above vs Henry C. Petty, exemplification, April 14, 1841 
Woodruff, Servis, the above vs H. C. Petty, exemplification, April 12, 1841 
Downer, Avery vs H. C. Petty, exemplification, April 14, 1841 
Dodge and Gardner vs H. C. Petty, exemplification, April 14, 1841 
Essex, John, the above vs H. C. Petty, exemplification, April 14, 1841 
*FOLDER containing Russell Co.. Ala. and Muscogee Co., Ga. court proceedings 
Hatcher, Eliza, the above vs John Fontaine, original copy of case proceedings, Nov. 1853 
McCauts, J. C. and Company, the above vs Morton Barrenger. April 18, 1879 
Fullerton vs Jaques, petition of Fullerton. May 1860 
Spencer, R. P., indenture to Seaborn Jones—buying lot 55 for $500, April 5, 1856 
Early, Jacob, case concerning estate of the above, May 21. 1828 
Abercrombie, Charles, last will and testament revoking all other wills made before, April 3, 1841 
Lewis, William, last will and testament of the above, Jan. 21, 1821 
Godwin, John, the above vs William D. Lucas and Hiram Brooks, debt on bond of Brooks, Fall term 1843 
*FOLDER containing court proceedings from Ga. and Ala.—1840-42 
Caldwell, William A., the above vs Battle A. Sorsby, Adm. of Joseph Beers' estate, judgement by default, 
May 8, 1840 
Beers, Joseph, estate, exemplification of appraisement of the estate of the above, Nov. 1842 
Beers, Joseph, mortgage to Hodges, Jan. 2, 1837 
Beers, Joseph, estate, list of personal property appraised, Jan. 19, 1837 
Beers, Joseph, estate, list of personal property appraised, Jan. 19, 1837 
Caldwell. William A., the above vs Battle A. Sorsby-Adm. of Joseph Beers deed, debts 
Sorsby. Battle, Adm. of Joseph Beers estate, exemplification from Orphans' Court, Nov. 12, 1842 
Caldwell, William A., the above vs Joseph Beers, writ-debt, bond of $52,000, Dec. 26, 1835 
*FOLDER containing cases, court orders from Ala. and Ga.-1839-48 
Hargrove, William D., summoned to appear in court to answer charges from Thacker Howard and Owen 
Thomas, trustees of Mary Woolfolk, April 23, 1841, original bill of complaint dated June 7, 1834 
Wittich Greenwood and Company for the use of Thomas Grant vs Isaac Mitchell, order for Mitchell to 
pay $82.02 1/2, Jan. 14, 1839      ■ 
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Britt, Anderson C, payment to Edward Britt, his father, March 10, 1839 
Holland vs Dodge, fifa-fee, Dodge to Holland~$ 1090.76, Dec. 30, 1840 
Taylor vs Gay, service acknowledged, March 18, 1856 
Robey, Nathan, exemplification of the last will and testament of the above, Dec. 11, 1843 
Turner, John W., deed from above to James W. Woodland, March 16, 1840 
Foster, Thomas F., Adm. of Thomas Grant's estate, the above vs Isaac Mitchell, Mitchell to pay $1016.98 
1/2, Feb. 6, 1837 
Maury, Dabney Herndon, partial history of his life, written by E. H. Cummins, Nov. 30, 1863 
Woodland, James W., indenture between above and William Foster, William P. Williams, Smith 
Patterson, and others for lots and parcels of land for $33,000 
Burk, Jordan S., guardian of Samuel Burke, the above vs W. Y. Barden, bill for account and distribution, 
May 1848 
Berrien, John Macpherson, indenture with John Dawson and John Fontaine for $1500 to be paid by April 
15, 1847, March 10, 1847 
*FOLDER containing credit cases, bankruptcy 
Perry, Willis, order for above to pay Templeton Reed $140 within 90 days, Nov. 4, 1818 
Jones, Col. Seaborn, letter to above from Parks, April 2, 1859 
Carter, 1. D. (Agent), check to above for $20,000, April 5, 1852 
Jaillet, Peter, promisary note to pay within 12 months to Worth C. Williamnson $96 for hire of a negro 
woman, Jan. 4, 1819 
Thursby, Preston J., deed to Seymour R. Bowner, April 3, 1844 
Jones, Seaborn, promisory note to pay the above $500. from Holland, Dec. 27, 1837 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to the above from Jacob Skinner for $127.50, July 12, 1826 
Risor, William, from William Risor and Co., bankruptcy of the above, July 16, 1872 
Monks, James, telegraph to J. B. Martin about money being expressed tomorrow, March 5, 1870 
Wood, Eben, note saying he owes $2180.04 for court fees. June 8, 1840 
Jones, Seaborn, the above along with McMillan getting patent rights for a brick machine from Benett and 
Shaw, Sept. 11, 1833 
Stroock, Samuel, the above and Louis Bowman in bankruptcy, May 21, 1869 
Furman, G. D., promisary note from the above to pay James Vernon $100, dated-Nov. 6, 1860, on other 
side a note saying it was because he had "no funds", Jan. 8, 1861 
Bonnes, Sherwood, drawing of 250 acres of land owned in Washington Co., October 1, 1785 
Home, Rev. George, letter to above from W. B. Stanford, May 20, 1846 
♦FOLDER containing short genealogies of the Thweatt, Peterson, and Batte families 
*FOLDER containing Benning-Jones papers 
Benning, Brig. Gen. H. L.. several envelopes, with no letters, from G. M. Sorrel and J. Longstreet and 
others 
Benning, General Henry L., envelopes with 'reports of battles' written on them 
Jones, Seaborn, with Mrs. E. Bullock, Adm. of Charles Bullock's state. Doctors' account with Darragh 
and Townsend for $116.18 1/2, 1830-1831 
♦FOLDER with contents of leather packet #1 of Seaborn Jones 
Jones, Seaborn, note of loan to J. Raupeau of $65, July 16, 1823 
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Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to above from Nathaniel Hickman for $75 for a loan, July 19, 1818 
Jones, Seaborn, note of $5 owed to above by John Wood, Jan. 3, 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, note to pay above $45 for a loan dated May 5, 1825 from Mr. Robert Ellison 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $ 15 to be paid by Park Avez to the above, Oct. 18, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to pay above value of money from Mr. Bosland, Oct. 29, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Mr. Shaw for $132.82, Saturday 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note from Jonathan Owens to the above for $100, Dec. 25, 1816, to be paid 
before 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note from Josiah Gilbert in amount of $250, June 5, 1828 
Jones, Seaborn, amount of $66 paid to above from Thomas P. Benett and Shaw for patent right, Aug. 25, 
1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $100 to C. W. Butler, Feb. 20. 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $500 to Thomas J. Terry, April 19, 1832 
Tarver, Ruffin R., loan to R. P. Jailler for $650, Dec. 7, 1814 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Shorter and Gordon for $300, April 4, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Adam Wilkinson for $43.50, Feb. 22, 1828 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Emerson Green for $22.00, May 10, 1824 
Foster, Bob, note telling the above that William Caplein who owes $50 has moved to another county 
besides Muscogee 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 from above to Joseph Sutton, Aug. 18, 1829 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $25 from above to Samuel Hide, Sept. 16, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, note from William Bowen about a loan from above to Jonathan Halstree, asking Solomon 
Grace to pay Jones the amount of the loan, Aug. 10, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan from above to Elijah Walton for $48, Sept. 1, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Mark E. Moore for $5, Sept. 21, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Thomas Pierce for $100, April 6, 1818 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $20 to the above from W. Hicks and A. Rembert, Dec. 19, 1832 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $30 to David Taylor. June 2. 1831 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $100 to Presley Guest. April 12, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to James Raupeau from above in amount of $38.48, Sept. 8, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to A. D. Carstarphen for $138, Nov. 1829 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Mr. Brown for $115, Nov. 7, 1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Mr. J. W. Hutchinson for $50. April 16, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to James Willoughby for $12, May 3. 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $20 to King S. Cuthbert, April 29. 1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Robert Reynolds for $50, Jan. 1828 
*FOLDER with contents of leather packet #2 of Seaborn Jones 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Willis Coleman for $50, Oct. 11, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, note that Elizabeth Howard received $180 from above, signed by J. G. Rutherford, Sept. 
30,1825 
Wiley, Thomas, promisary note to pay Tim Brown $360, June 1, 1820 
Moon, A. F., loan of $55.72 from above to John G. Rutherford. June 21, 1829 
Furman, G. D., loan note of $100 to above from Agency State Bank, Nov. 6, 1860 
Carmichael, John, loan of $18 from above to Albert Horton, Sept. 12, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 to S. L. Stevens, Oct. 19, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $103.62 1/2 to S. L. Stevens, Jan. 19, 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $30 to Park Avery, Oct. 18, 1826 
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Hargrove, Laban, loan of $45 from Reazon Gay to above, Feb. 17, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $215 from above to Peter F. Jaillet, Oct. 11, 1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $696 from above to James Young, May 10, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, two loans: one to Lofton Rover for $25 and the other to Watson Ellison for $150, May 3, 
1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of above for $500 to L. Magnaw, March 20, 1818 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $500 from above to Whitmil D. Home, March 6, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $20 from above to E. W. Barker, Aug. 17, 1822 
Huson, M. D., loan of $67.25 to G. Caldwell from above, Aug. 1, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of above to Roupeau fro $23.25, July 7, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan from above for $66 to Timothy Bruen, Feb. 21, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 from above to Robert Reynolds, April 16, 1822 
Cooper, Joseph, the above vs William Lyon, a note from the above case in which Cooper stated that he is 
turning land and property over to Seaborn Jones, April 26, 1815 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $20 from above to James Hickman, March 21, 1814 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $11.50 from Jones to William Simpson, May 22, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan for $90 from above to David Lovett, Sept. 13, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 from above to Adam Hunter and William Calhoun, Oct. 4, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, note to above asking if he will pay A. J. Walker $8 from account of Murphey Rowell, 
April 19, 1831 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $1800 from above to Thomas Wiley, Feb. 6, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $20 from above to John Layson, Sept. 14, 1815 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $15 from above to William Burden, May 24, 1823 
Whitt, note asking to be sent $20 
White, Thomas, request to Mr. Pleasant M. Benning for two gallons of whiskey to be sent for field hands 
picking cotton, Jan. 28, 1812 
Harper, William, loan of $27.60 from above to V. Swearingen, Jan. 29, 1831 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $15 from above to Thomas A. Hill, April 28, 1813 
Rutherford, Robert, loan of $35 from above to Joseph Barker, Aug. 1818 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $75 to Shorter Gordon, Oct. 22. 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $21.50 to Wilkinson Wilkins and Isaac Johnson, April 11, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $7.00 from above to William Brown, Oct. 27, 1825 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $8.75 from above to Connell, Aug. 9, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $60 from above to Lucinda Betton, Feb. 9, 1820 
Lucas, William D„ promise of John D. Lucas and Tomlinson Fort to pay above $1800, June 20, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $45.50 to Bunyon, Sept. 22, 1829 
Bank of Ga. vs James Holt, judgement of $44.81 rendered March 15, 1822 
Jones, Seaborn, received by above $9.37 1/2, for court case, signed Phil L. Simms, April 11, 1822 
Brown, Aaron, a court decision in Gwinnett Co., $500 involved, signed by the above and someone else 
Dec. 5, 1836 
*FOLDER with contents of leather packet #3 of Seaborn Jones 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $14.89 to Dr. Thomas B. Stubbs, Nov. 14, 1833 
Calhoun, I. L.Joan of $3000, Jan. 1, 1836 
Jones, Seaborn, a note to pay Mr. Robertson $132.10 from Thomas Benett and Shaw, Sept. 10, 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Thomas Hand for $50, signed by Samuel R. Anderson, Aug. 2, 1833 
Jones, Seaborn, account with Dr. Thomas Long, $28, Oct. 20, 1834 
Britt, Col., estate, value of property, $111.65 




Jones, Seaborn, note of loan to Robert Tist for $ 136, June 1, 1833 
Debts, list of debts owed by people 
Jones, Seaborn, Mr. McKinne turns over property to the above in payment of a debt, March 24, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 to L. V. Hargrove, April 18, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, account with Dr. H. B. Milliken and Company, 1833 
Jones, Seaborn, loan note of $20 from above to George Ray, June 25, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan transaction between above and Abraham Borland 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $25 to David Delk from above, Oct. 5, 1827 
Pickett, M. L., note of purchase of boat, $1000, signed by Joseph Blair and William Watson, Oct. 19, 
1837 
Wootan, J. R., a financial transaction, above paid R. W. Flynn $3.87 1/2, Dec. 8, 1824 
Lamkin, J. L., letter to above from M. White to allow Joseph Germany to have $600 on his account for 
Mrs. Cotton, May 13, 1819 
Jones, Seaborn, business transaction, the above releasing $422 to Rolen Bivins, Dec. 13, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan transactions of $448 and $432 from above to Channel Higdon, Nov. 24, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $100 to L. K. Lewis, March 7, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, loan transaction between Jones and James S. Ivey who wants to buy land in Pulaski Co. 
and build a cabin. Nov. 23. 1825 
Jones, Seaborn, the above vs Thomas Moore, note says $7.50 changed hands, April 14. 1828 
Jones, Seaborn, loan from above for $15 made to David Strother, Aug. 5, 1813 
Clark, Elijah, loan of $15 to James Bonner, Sept. 16, 1811 
Lamkin, James, note to above asking him to pay Dr. Cleghorn $25, note from M. White, Feb. 18, 1819 
Benning, Mr. P. M., a note from Thomas White asking Benning to loan him 10 bushels of corn, Feb. 21. 
1811 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $35 to William Thomas. Jan. 30, 1822 
Bosworth, James, a financial transaction of $12.50 paid to above by Roswell, Sept. 25, 1830 
Jones. Seaborn, account of $9.40 with Dr. R. Hooper and Company, 1834 
*FOLDER with contents of leather packet #4 of Seaborn Jones 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $100 to Jesse Daniell, April 16, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 to Beverly Hudgins, Dec. 6, 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 to James Kendrick, July 2, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $15 to William Rabun, Aug. 6, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $47.37 to J. Bethune. Nov. 17, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $30 to James Wilkinson, March 2, 1817 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $10 to John Copland, Feb. 19, 1822 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $10 to John Griffin, Nov. 30, 1829 
Darien Bank of Milledgeville, loan of $362.75 to Samuel Brown, March 2, 1822 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $35 to Thomas Cooper. March 1. 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $44 to John Clark, April 12, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, loan of $50 to Peggy McDaniel, Oct. 12, 1821 
Herth, Henry, loan of $30.50 to Wood Moreland, Jan. 2, 1827 
Anderson, Abraham, note by James Monsen authorizing the above to collect money owed Monsen by 
Thomas Pier, Jan. 28, 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, loan to Thomas S. Grow for $550. Nov. 27, 1827 
Jones and Morewood vs Jacob and Lewis, receipt of payment of $61.11 by Jones through Moore, Jan. 7, 
1839 
Jones, Seaborn, account with Dr. James Perry in amount of $9.78, Jan. 20, 1825 
Pryor, Marlow L., loan of $330 to James Roupeus, Sept. 10, 1822 
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Jones, Seaborn, receipt of $100 (from purchase of land), Dec. 5, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for $6.50 for costs in a case, April 11, 1822 
*FOLDER with contents of leather packet #5 of Seaborn Jones 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for $523.87 1/2 received from Nathaniel Dent, August 2, 1829 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note from William M. Lawn for $200, Nov. 24, 1824 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for his payment of $650, Dec. 20, 1837 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for his payment of $113 for court case, July 16, 1833 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note from Joseph Stinson for $50. Feb. 9, 1819 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $5 from Allen Estes, Feb. 1, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $50 from Jane McDaniel, April 10, 1820 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $100 from George Stinson, May 7, 1824 
Rutherford, William, note to above asking him to pay Seaborn Jones $50 from William Calhoun, October 
1821 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for payment of $55, April 17, 1828 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note from William Stevens for $100, Nov. 25, 1817 
Jones, Seaborn, receipt for payment of $ 100 for a case, July 19, 1816 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $15 and receipt. Aug. 26, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $50 by John Lucas, March 15, 1828 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $100 by James Kendrick, June 2, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note for $15 by H. Gillcoatt, April 20, 1823 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to above from Samuel Gregory for $100, Dec. 31, 1827 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to above from Richard Salter for $5, Feb. 2, 1822 
Lewis, William, promisary note to above from M. D. Wooten, Jan. 4, 1821 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to above from William M. Gibson for $100, April 3, 1826 
Jones, Seaborn, promisary note to above from Henry Pitts for $203, March 14. 1831 
Harris, Thomas, promisary note to above from P. Jarratt for $48.62 1/2, May 16, 1820 
Dent vs Borland, payment of fees $51.87, March 28, 1814 
Jones, Seaborn, leather packet. Feb. 1800 
♦LETTERS of Augusta Jane Evans 1860-1861 in DuBose Collection 
French, Mrs. G. V., letter to above from Augusta Jane Evans, Jan. 13, 1861 
Benning, H. L., letter to above enclosing a letter to Mrs. Virginia French from Augusta Jane Evans Jan 
13,1861 
Evans, Augusta, letters to her aunt dated Nov. 26. 1860 and Dec. 4, 1860 
♦ADDITIONAL letters from Seaborn Jones Collection 
Calhoun and Bass, Farmers Bank of Chattahoochee, court notes, 1836-1837 
Benning, Anna Caroline, file of her working with DAR and Georgia Historical Society, Misc. 
*UNTITLED folder with various articles 
Burr, Theodosia, Nag's Head, newspaper article, April 3, 1907 
Benning, Miss Anna Caroline, receipt for membership fee, $1, April 19, 1907 
Benning, Miss Annie L. Benning, State Regent GA DAR, letter to above from the Oglethorpe Savings 
and Trust Co., July 19, 1907 
Hudgins, Mrs. C. H., piece of paper with her address on it 
Park, Mrs. R. E., letter to above from T. G. Hudson, Dept. of Agriculture, Sept. 10, 1907 
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Benning, Miss, letter to above from Mrs. J. H. Gwinn about Powder Horn, April 15, 1907 
Benning, Miss A. C, receipt from W. T. Barron and Company, Printers, Sept. 20, 1907 
Trip, notes of planning costs for a trip 
Jamestown Exposition, expenses incurred in collecting and installing GA history and DAR exhibits at 
Jamestown Exposition, March 21, 1907 
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1833 CENSUS OF THE CREEK NATION 
THE LOWER TOWNS, Part III 
Transcribed by Linda Kennedy 
According to The Source by Arlene Eakle and Johni Cemy (Salt Lake City, UT: Ancestry, 1984), the Federal 
Archives and Records Center in Fort Worth, Texas, has the following Creek records: 
Creek records include a Creek census 1833; an emigration list 1836-38; a census of freedmen 1867-69; a 
census of orphans and their heirs entitled to benefits from the treaties of 1832 and 1870; a register of entries 
under the Settlers Relief Act of 1875, an index to old Creek freedmen 1868-79; an annuity roll 1890; 
noncitizens in Muscogee Nation 1893; citizenship cases 1895-96; a census by towns 1895; a census for the 
districts of Coweta, Deep Fork, Eufala, Muscogee, Okmulgee, and Wewoka 1895; a list of person admitted to 
Creek citizenship 1899, a roll (original emigrants and heirs) 1904; an annuity roll 1918, annuity payments to 
Creek and freedmen on the Union side 1869-70 with payroll continuing to loyal Creeks in 1904 and 1906. 
The Source also notes the following records at the National Archives, Washington, D.C.: 
Creek removal records include census roll 1833 (1 vol.), index to Creek reserves, not dated (1 vol.), land 
location registers 1834-86 (5 vols.), location registers and certificates of contracts 1834-36 (2 vols.), abstracts 
of Creek contracts 1836(1 vol.), abstracts of approved contracts for sales of reservations 1839-42(1 vol.), 
reports concerning land of deceased reservees 1844 (1 vol.), miscellaneous records concerning contracts 
1833-57, emigration lists 1836-38 (8 vols.), and miscellaneous Creek removal records 1827-59. 
—Callie McGinnis 
******************************************************** 
Names of the Principal Chiefs 
Males Females Slaves Total 












































































Koair (A Euchee) 
Sarhowyay (A Euchee) 
Linte 


























































































































MUSCOGIANA, VOL. 10, NOS. 1&2 
Males Females Slaves Total 
Towwike 4 1 _ 5 
Kotunne 1 3 . 4 
Tiechiche 1 1 . 2 
Elese 1 1 - 2 
Charley 1 1 - 2 
Homarlike 3 1 . 4 
Ewunnar 2 - - 2 
Hotolokey 2 2 - 4 
Yolthkar 1 2 - 3 
Somihoye 4 1 - 5 
Harwolike 1 2 _ 3 
Tingkartehe 1 2 . 3 
Kite 1 2 _ 3 
Kohosarke 1 2 _ 3 
Lowskey - 3 . 3 
Hohoyilote 4 2 - 6 
Sallecharke 1 1 _ 2 
Homarhite 2 1 _ 3 
Harwyheche 1 5 . 6 
Kesehelar 2 2 _ 4 
Fotchar 1 4 _ 5 
Ulkar 1 2 _ 3 
Soktehike 1 1 _ 2 
Talledega 1 1 _ 2 
Tetar 2 1 _ 3 
Kelissar Harjo 7 1 - 8 
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Males Females Slaves Total 
Timehotay (A Euchee) 










































































































































































































































































Robert Rogers (A Cherokee Missionary) 1 
Cusetaw (Near West Point), or Tuskehenehaw Chooley's Town 
Charlisse Tustunnuckee 
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Coweta (Koochkalecha Town) 
Tuskenehaw 
Hath Ian Harjo 












































































































































































Polly (An Indian Woman) 
Polly (Half Negro and having 
INDIAN CENSUS 
Males Females Slaves Total 
1 3 _ 4 
1 1 - 2 
1 1 - 2 
1 2 - 3 
2 - - 2 
1 1 - 2 
1 2 - 3 
1 2 - 3 
1 3 - 4 
2 1 - 3 
1 1 - 2 
1 2 - 3 
- 2 - 2 
2 1 - 3 
1 1 - 3 
3 1 - 4 
2 1 - 3 
- 2 - 2 
1 1 - 2 
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Males 





2S Females Slaves Total 
1 1 1 3 
1 1 - 2 
1 2 - 3 
1 4 - 5 
2 4 - 6 




























Billy Reddick (A free Black) 











3 2 6 
3 2 - 5 
1 1 3 
- 2 3 5 
1 6 8 
1 1 3 
1 - 2 
4 2 7 
2 - 4 
1 - 2 
1 - 2 
1 - 4 
2 - 5 
2 - 3 
2 - 3 
2 - 4 
2 - 4 
1 - 2 
1 - 2 
3 - 5 
1 - 2 
3 - 5 
2 - 3 
1 - 2 
3 - 3 
1 - 2 
1 - 2 






















Males Females Slaves                 Total 
1 1 2 
CowetafOn Hallewokke Yoaxarhatchee) 
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Molly (Or Mary, a half Negro) 
William Powell (Alias Chofe Harjo) 
Lucy Powell (Alias Lucy Hadke) 
Martha Powell (Alias Lucy Lamee 
Tetiche 















































































































































































































































































Fucktelustee (Alias Black Dirt) 



























































































































MUSCOGIANA, VOL. 10, NOS. 1&2 
Males 
Alpetter Harjo 2 
Marhosar 1 
Sehomarleche 1 
Kelissar Harjo 2 
Holthley 1 
Chatto Miccooche 2 
Narkoftage - 
Istemosiye 1 
Choille Harjo 2 
Kochus Yoholo 1 




Archee Yoholo 3 
Yarkinhar 3 
Tulse Harjo 1 
Chowwokolo Nehar Thlocko 3 
Isfarne Harjo 1 
Emarthlar Charharne 1 
Dickey 2 
Hoyanechar 1 





















Lucy Prince (A free black) 
Johnathan Isaac (A free black) 
Jack (A free black) 
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Males Females Slaves Total 




















































































































































































Males             Ferr 





Fose Harjo 1 
Tulse Harjo 1 
Cholotekar 1 
Tarskeke Micco 2 
Sattote 1 
Tolofe Harjo 1 
Thomas Berryhill 1 
William Berryhill 6 
Eli Berryhill 2 
John Berryhill 1 
Thomas W. Berryhill 2 





Nimrod Doyell 2 





Kotchar Chooche 1 
Farlumkar 1 
Tarkozar 1 
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Males Females Slaves Total 
Kunchartee 
Warsokete 




























































Abercrombie Asher H. L. (Mrs.), 15 Louis, 20 
Charles, 19 Maclay, 18, 19 Henry L., 10, 11, Bowner 
John, 18 Askews 12, 13, 14, 15, Seymour R., 20 
Martha E., 8 Anna J., 8 17, 18 Bragg 
A lay Atchetoke, 39 Henry L. (Brig. Gen., 18 
Nocase, 46 Avery Gen.), 14 Britt 
Alexander Park, 21 Henry L. (Gen.), 20 Anderson C, 20 
E. P., 13, 14 Avez Henry Lewis, 17 Col., 22 
E. P. (Gen.), 14 Park, 21 Mary H„ 15 Edward, 20 
J. A., 13 Bacon Mary H. (Miss), 17 Brooks 
William Felix John E. (Dr.), 7 Miss, 15 Francis M., 17 
(Capt.), 15 Ball Mrs., 15 Hiram, 19 
Allen Tuscan H., 7 P. M. (Mr.), 23 Hourse, 18 
Robert,19 Barden Pleasant M., 22 Terrill, 7 
Alper, 28 W. Y.. 20 S. J., 14 Brown 
Alston Barker Berrien Aaron, 22 
Clementina, 7 E. W., 22 John Macpherson, Isaac, 37 
P. H. (Col.), 7 Joseph, 22 20 James. 7 
Anderson Barnes Berryhill Robert Henry. 7 
Abraham, 23 William H., 10 Eli, 47 Samuel, 23 
Samuel R., 22 Barnett James, 43 Tim, 21 
Andrews Billy, 27 John, 47 Tom, 42 
Samuel R., 7 Barrenger Thomas, 47 William, 22 
Anne, 35 Morton. 19 Thomas W.. 47 Bruen 
Anthony Barron William, 47 Timothy, 22 
Marks, 11 W. T.,25 Bethune Bryan 
Archarko. 39 Bass J..23 Capt., 10 
Archickille, 39 Charles L.. 7 James N. (Gen.), 7 Buckler 
Archokohar, 40 Elizabeth R., 8 Betton Samuel E., 7 
Arfulhokar, 38 Batte, 20 Lucinda, 22 Bullock 
Arkoeke, 33 Beall Bilbro Charles, 20 
Arkoye, 44 Susannah, 9 John A., 7 E. (Mrs.), 20 
Arlarhokar, 39 Bedell Martha, 8 Bunyon, 22 
Arlekonkyamy, 29 Mary, 8 Billy, 31,45 Burden 
Arlicheche, 39 W. A., 7 Bivins William, 22 
Arlitshoye, 35 Beers Rolen, 23 Burk 
Arnarchomar, 29 Joseph, 19 Blair Jordan S., 20 
Arnarkoeche, 45 Benett, 20 Joseph, 23 Burke 
Arsamar, 29 Thomas, 22 Bohannon Samuel, 20 
Arsarlar, 41 Thomas P., 21 Mary Ann, 9 Burr 
Arsarwe, 42 Bennett Bonner Theodosia, 24 
Arseho. 45 Amelia, 8 James, 23 Butler 
Arsoethlar, 43 Benning Bonnes C. W.,21 
Arstarchkar, 26 A. C. (Miss), 25 Sherwood, 20 Butt 
Arstimfiche, 27 Anna, 15 Borland, 24 Mary Ann, 9 
Arstote, 35 Anna C. (Miss), 15 Abraham, 23 Caldwell 
Arswokkar, 27 Anna Caroline. 24 Bosland, 21 G.,22 
Artareve, 37 Annie L. (Miss), 24 Bostick William A., 19 
Artassar, 49 Col., 10, 11 A. C, 7 Calhoun 
Arthur Gen., 12, 13, 17,20 Bosworth I. L., 22 
Gideon, 48 H. L., 11, 12, 13, James, 23 S. J., 16 
Artoocche, 34 14, 15, 16, 17, Bowen William, 22, 24 
Asbury 18,24 William, 21 Caple 
Dan, 30 H. L. (Col.), 11, 14 Bowman William, 21 
50 
Carmichael Chokechartinehar, 30 Crenshaw Driggers 
John, 21 Chokefoliye, 34 Susan M., 8 Daniel T., 7 
Carnach Chokelarnee, 30 Cromwell Dubignon, 15 
Samuel (Judge), 19 Cholotekar, 47 Oliver, 13 DuBose 
Carries Chomechiche, 30 Warham, 13, 14 D. M. (Capt.), 11 
Wm. D. (Rev.), 7 Choney, 30 Cropp Dukes 
Carr Chooche Sarah G., 7 Ann, 7 
John, 44 Kotchar, 47 Cummings Early 
Thomas, 36 Kotchar Har, 44 J. (Col.), 14 Jacob, 19 
Carstarphen Chooille, 48 Cummins Echee 
A. D.,21 Chopko E. H., 20 Hethlocko, 29 
Carter Choolar, 39 Cuthbert Ekar 
I. D.,20 Lose, 40 John A., 10 Nocos, 46 
Chalhoyar, 45 Nehar Thlocko, 35, KingS., 21 Nocose, 33,39, 45 
Chamishoye, 35 42 Danely Norcose, 32 
Charharne Nocose Ekar, 33 John. 46 Pin, 47 
Emarthlar, 44 Yarkinhar, 43 Daniell Ekesey, 42 
Charley. 28, 34 Chopokeshar, 36 Jesse, 23 Elese, 28 
Charltenay, 30 Chote, 36 Darragh, 20 Eliza, 35 
Charmelikay, 37 Chotee, 39 Davis Ellison 
Charne. 31 Chowwechiche, 40 John E., 7 Margaret C, 9 
Yoholo. 30 Clark Pres., 18 Robert, 21 
Chartee, 39 Elijah. 23 Dawson Watson, 22 
Lucy, 47 John, 23 Jacintha A., 8 Elmore 
Stillepika, 31 Michael N., 7 John, 20 Dr., 1 1 
Topar. 29 Cleghorn L.. 13 Emarthlar 
Checosey, 32 Charles. 17 Day Alpetter, 30 
Cheekkar, 43 Dr.. 23 Elizabeth, 7 Echo, 36 
Chekose, 41 Coker Delk Fose, 37 
Cheletarle, 32 Dorothy. 8 David, 23 Fosehatchee, 32, 45 
Chenarwe, 27 Coleman Dennins. 15 Harharlok, 36 
Cheose, 49 Willis, 21 Dent. 24 Harpecooche, 48 
Cheparne, 41,43,47 Colson Nathaniel, 24 Hitchetee, 27 
Chepharne. 40 Frances, 7 Dickey, 44 Hospartarke, 32 
Chepunthlocko, 36 Complt Dickinson Hotulke, 46 
Chewastarye, 46 John Mealing, 18 A. G., 11 Koharthlock, 32 
Cheyolowske, 44 Connell, 22 Dicky, 31 Koherse, 31 
Chickelrastkar, 26 Cook Dillard Kootchars, 45 
Chickey, 44 Elvira, 9 Louisa, 8 Kosiste, 40 
Chike, 46 James C, 9 Dillingham Kowok, 43 
Chiskarlikar, 33. 37 Cooper George W., 7 Kuntal, 27 
Chisse, 36, 41,44, 46 Joseph, 22 Lucy Elizabeth, 7 Nehar Thlock, 46 
Chirto, 46 S„ 13 Dirt Nehar Thlocko, 35 
Choafyake, 44 Thomas, 23 Black. 43 Okeolasse, 45 
Chochokone Copland Dobbs Oktiarche, 28 
Emarthlar, 40 John. 23 Lydia, 8 Osooche, 42 
Chockey, 33 Coquette, 36 Dodge, 20 Pochusse, 34 
Chockhoethlar, 41 Cotton Dougherty Sfarne, 30 
Chockkathle, 36 Mrs., 23 William, 19 Spokeokee, 42 
Chocksehoke, 47 Coward Downer Thlathlo, 30 
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